Abstract-Texture image retrieval plays a significant and important role in these days, especially in the era of bigdata. The big-data is mainly represented by unstructured data like images, videos and messages etc. Efficient methods of image retrieval that reduces the complexity of the existing methods is need for the big-data era. The present paper proposes a new method of texture retrieval based on local binary pattern (LBP) approach. One of the main disadvantages of LBP is, it generates 256 different patterns on a 3x3 neighborhood and a method based on this for retrieval needs 256 comparisons which is very tedious and complex. The retrieval methods based on uniform LBP's which consists of 59 different patterns of LBP is also complex in nature. To overcome this, the present paper divided LBP into dual LBP's consisting four pixels. The present paper based on this dual LBP derived a 2-dimensional dual uniform LBP matrix (DULBPM) that contains only four entries. The texture image retrieval is performed using these four entries of DULBPM. The proposed method is evaluated on the animal fur, car, leaf and rubber textures.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many general-purpose image retrieval systems are proposed in the literature [1] . One of the popular among these retrieval systems is content-based image retrieval (CBIR). CBIR critically and accurately assist users in finding visually related images with in huge collection of images.In a typical CBIR approach, a user submits an image based query and that can be used by the application to extract visual features from image. The visual features may include by a set of quantitative features, extracted from regions of interest (ROIs) of the image like shape, color, texture and local features depending upon the type of image retrieval system being used. These features are used in order to search and retrieve similar images from image database. The CBIR system finds an appropriate distance between the query image and feature data set to find the best matches in the corresponding feature space [2] . By this the image retrieval system displays images which are having closest similarity that can be used by application. Therefore the main motive behind CBIR is, to search for similar images directly on their visual content. In addition, the performance of CBIR systems is often constrained by the low-level properties of these features because they cannot effectively model the user's high-level expectations [3] . This is referred in the literature as the ‗‗semantic gap'' problem.
Plenty of literature is available showing problems related to text-based query, for example, search experience and domain expertise can affect the content based image retrieval (CBIR) performance [4, 5] . In the similar way an ill-defined problems or queries can produce poor results. The previous works on CBIR are suffering with many contextual factors like interaction time [6] , user's subjective perception of relevance [7, 8] and environmental settings [9, 10] . Even today many researchers are working on approaches based on CBIR and it still under investigation. The knowledge of how relevant the particular piece of information (document or image) is to the user and how its content can be reused in order to find documents or images that are similar [11] . Documents or images that are similar to the relevant content have a very high probability of relevance [12] . To address the various problems of image retrieval based on CBIR various researchers proposed a variety of algorithms. Most of these approaches ignored the existence of others [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Methods based on one specific algorithm (e.g., color, texture or shape) can work effectively only on specific types of images. Local binary pattern (LBP) [27] is very useful and popular approaches recently found for CBIR, because it describes the local contents and attributes significantly which is a very useful tool. The features derived based on LBP are used [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The present paper reduces overall dimensionality of LBP and thus reduced the complexity and derived dual transition uniform LBP matrix (DULBPM) for efficient image retrieval. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II delivers about related work and section III delivers the proposed approach. Section IV presents results achieved by applying the proposed approach on different texture images. Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The proposed Dual matrix is derived from the basic LBP operators. The Local Binary Pattern (LBP) was introduced by Ojala et al [27] in 1996. LBP is simple, computationally efficient, robust, and derives local attributes efficiently. With these features, many researchers started working with LBP in various domains and especially in face recognition [1, 31, 32, 39] . The LBP is a powerful tool to describe the local attributes of a texture. In the LBP the grey level image is converted into binary by taking the central pixel value as a threshold and this grey level value is compared with its neighborhood values. The resulting binary valued image is treated as a local descriptor. The basic LBP was initially derived on a 3*3 neighborhood. This LBP operator can also be represented with different variation of (P, R) where P represents the number of neighborhood pixels and R is the Radius. By this the basic LBP operator is represented as (8, 1) . The 8-bit binary representation or 8-neighboring pixels on a 3*3 neighborhood or (8, 1) derives a LBP code that ranges from 0 to 255.
The LBP operator takes the following form as given in equation 1.
Where ‗n' runs over the 8 neighbors (0 to 7) of the central pixel C, P_cand P_n are the grey level intensities at c and n and S(u) will be 1 if u 0 and 0 otherwise. The LBP encoding process on a 3*3 neighborhood i.e. (8, 1) is given in Fig.1 [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 ] considered a part or few of NULBP's along with ULBP's and proved that this combination yielded a better or a little progress than by considering only ULBP's. From this one can understand that ULBP's can be treated as the fundamental properties of the texture image, however considering them only may lose some basic information. Therefore it is better to consider a sub set of NULBP's.
From the above discussion it is evident that the major problem is how to select a subset from NULPBP's to improve the overall performance and to reduce overall dimensionality. For this the present paper divided the basic LBP operator with 8 neighboring pixels into two four bit LBP operators on a radius of 1. The present paper considered all transitions i.e uniform and non-uniform on the dual LBP, then derived a dual LBP matrix and image retrieval is performed on this.
III. DERIVATION OF THE PROPOSED DUAL UNIFORM LBP MATRIX (DULBPM)
LBP on a 3x3 neighborhood generates 0 to 255 i. Further research on LBP invented uniform LBP (ULPB) [28] . The 59 ULPB's out of 256 LBP's are named as uniform LBP's and they contains at most two bit wise circular transitions form 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. The Ojala et.al [27] proved that most of the textures contain more than 80% of the patterns as ULBP. That's why ULBP represents the fundamental unit of LBP. One can retrieve images based on the histogram of ULBP's. This also becomes a complex task because one should find Euclidean distance between 59 patterns of query and feature database textures.
The aim of the present paper is to reduce this complexity. For this, the proposed method divided the local 3x3 neighborhood into dual sets of four pixels each. The first set is called diagonal LBP contains the four pixels d 1 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To test the efficacy of the proposed DULBPM the present research tested this on animal fur, rubber, leaf and car texture images of resolution 256x256. These images are collected from a Google database. The DULBPM is a 2x2 2-D matrix i.e. it consists of 4 entries only and DULBPM entries are initialized to zero. DULBPM is evaluated for 1000 different textures of animal fur, rubber, leaf and car textures and placed in the feature or training database. Whenever a query texture image is given, the DULBPM is evaluated on this and the Euclidean distance is measured between the query texture image and all the textured images of the feature set. The texture of feature database that exhibits the minimum Euclidean distance is selected as a retrieved image. If the retrieved image exactly matches the query image, then it represent a hit otherwise a miss. The Table 1 represents the DULBPM entries of 20 animal fur texture images. In all the tables' col-1 and col-2 represents the 0 and 2 transitions of diagonal LBP and row-1 and row-2 represents the 0 and 2 transitions of corner LBP respectively. For example in Table 1 the DULBPM (0, 0) for A_F_1 texture represents a value 8042. In the similar way in Table 1 for animal fur-4 texture (A_F_4) DULBPM (2, 2) =52661. Table 2 , 3 and 4 represents the 2-D DULBPM entries for rubber, leaf and car texture respectively. The texture retrieval is performed separately based on Euclidian distance between query texture image and feature database texture images using individual entries of DULBPM. That is based on 0 verses 0, 0 verses 2, 2 verses 0, 2 verses 2 bitwise transition of corner LBP verses diagonal LBP.
The image retrieval rate is calculated using the DULBPM(0, 2) , DULBPM(2, 0) and DULBPM(2, 2) entries for the above four group of textures. The Table 5 gives the texture image retrieval rate for different transition of DULBPM. From the table it is evident that the retrieval based on DULBPM (2, 0) and DULBPM (0, 2) entries shown higher performance. There are only two bitwise zero transitions on each of the diagonal and corner LBP, that's why the DULBPM (0, 0) attained a normal average retrieval rate of 53%. From the Tables 1, 2 , 3 and 4 it is clearly evident that the histogram of DULBPM (2, 2) shows a very high values for all the considered textures. The reason for this is there are 12 four bit LBP codes that shows exactly two transitions from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 on each of the corner and diagonal LBP. That why the DULBPM (2, 2) resulted a very high values in the above tables. These histograms of DULBPM (2, 2) have no significant ranges of difference among the considered textures because the present paper integrated all 12 LBP four bit codes under one label. The reason for significant improvement for texture retrieval using DULBPM(0,2) and DULBPM(2,0) is a relation between 2 codes (with 0 transitions) versus 12 codes (with 2 transitions) of 4 bit corner and diagonal LBP and also vice versa. Ojala et. al [27] proved 80% to 90% of textures contains uniform LBP windows on 3x3 neighborhood i.e only 10% to 15 % windows are nonuniform LBP. The present paper outlines all 100% dual LBP's each with 4 bits on a 3x3 neighborhood are uniform. Therefore there is no rule for NULBP's on the considered DULBPM for any kind of application.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The problems related to, which features of image gives best CBIR result remains unsolved. To address this present research focused CBIR based on LBP. LBP characterizes the all significant local image content with higher levels of semantics. One of the disadvantages with LBP is its high dimensionality. The proposed DULBPM reduced the overall dimensionality of evaluating the histograms of 256 patterns of LBP and also 59 patterns of ULBP. The low dimensionality and accuracy of the DULBPM made the LBP to be more suitable to large volumes of data (big-data) and to real time applications. In the proposed DULBPM one has to evaluate only the histograms of four features instead of 256 and 59. Further the present paper also evaluated the transitions of nonuniform LBP's that is DLBPM (4, 0), DLBPM (4, 2), DLBPM (4, 4), DLBPM (0, 4) and they resulted zero only. This clearly indicates that in the considered diagonal LBP the frequency occurrences of 4 or NULBP
